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Abstract 
Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (G2P), also known as letter-to-sound conversion, is an 
important module in both speech synthesis and speech recognition. The methods of G2P give varying 
accuracies for different languages although they are designed to be language independent. This paper 
discusses a new model based on the pseudo nearest neighbour rule (PNNR) for Indonesian G2P. In this 
model, a partial orthogonal binary code for graphemes, contextual weighting, and neighbourhood 
weighting are introduced. Testing to 9,604 unseen words shows that the model parameters are easy to be 
tuned to reach high accuracy. Testing to 123 sentences containing homographs shows that the model 
could disambiguate homographs if it uses a long graphemic context.Compared to an information gain tree, 
PNNR gives a slightly higher phoneme error rate, but it could disambiguate homographs. 
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1. Introduction 
In general, there are three approaches in G2P, linguistic knowledge-based approach, 
data-driven approach, and a combination of them. The first approach is commonly used for 
specific language, but it usually has low generalisation for unseen words. Hence, most recent 
researches employ the second approach because of flexibility and generalisation, such as 
information gain tree [1], conditional random fields [2], Kullback-Leibler divergence-based 
hidden Markov model [3], joint multigram models [4], instance-based learning [5], table lookup 
with defaults [5], neural networks [6], finite state [7] and [8], morphology and phoneme history 
[9], hidden Markov model [10], and self-learning techniques [11]. These methods are generally 
designed to be language independent, but the data sets they use are commonly for English, 
Dutch, and French. 
The Indonesian language has relatively simple phonemic rules. A grapheme <u> is 
generally pronunced as /u/. But,if <u> is preceeded by <a> in some cases, then it should be 
pronunced as a diphtong /aw/, such as the word ‘kerbau’ (buffalo) that is pronunced as 
/kerbaw/. This is different from English, where a grapheme <u> could be pronunced as /u/, /a/, 
or /e/ such as in ‘put’, ‘funny’, or ‘further’.Indonesian language has thirty two phonemes: 
sixvowels, four diphtongs, and twenty two consonants [12]. Those phonemes and the related 
English oneswritten using the ARPAbet symbols can be seen in [13].Indonesian has nine 
affixes: six prefixes and three suffixes [12]. The usage of sufix ‘-i’may produce an ambiguity 
between a vowel series anda diphtong. For example, a prefix ‘meng-‘ followed by a root ‘kuasa’ 
(authority) and a suffix ‘-i’ produces a derivative ‘menguasai’. The grapheme <ai> in 
‘menguasai’isa vowel series /a/ and /i/, but <ai>in a root ‘belai’ (cares) is a diphtong /ay/. There 
are so many such cases in the Indonesian language that make the G2P conversion quite hard. 
Nearest neighbour is quite a good method for many problems. This method performs a 
high accuracy for isolated sign language character recognition [14], as well as for bankruptcy 
prediction models [15]. Now, there are so many variations for this method, such as fuzzy k-
NN,neighbourhood weighted nearest neighbour,PNNR, etc. In [16], the researchers show that 
PNNR performs better than the traditional k-nearest neighbour classification rule (kNN), the 
neighbourhood weighted nearest neighbour classification rule (WNN), and the local mean-
based learning method (LM) in large training sample and mixture model data situations. But, in 
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a small training sample and singular model data, PNNR performs better than both kNN and 
WNN, but it does not outperform the LM. 
This research focuses on developing a new G2P model based on PNNR for the 
Indonesian language. In this model, a partial orthogonal binary code for graphemes, contextual 
weighting, and neighbourhood weighting are proposed. This model will be evaluated usinga 
data set of 47 thousand words and will be compared to the IG-tree method as described in [1]. 
 
 
2. Research Method 
Converting a grapheme into a phoneme contextually depends on some other 
surounding graphemes. The contextual length is varying based on the language. In [5], the 
optimum contextual lengths for English, Dutch, and French are five graphemes on the left and 
five graphemes on the right. In other languages with some homographs, the contextual lengths 
could be longer. 
In [1], the calculation of information gain (IG) for 6,791 Indonesian words shows that the 
focus grapheme has the highest IG (around 3.9). The first graphemes on the right and on the 
left of the focus have a lower IG than that on the focus, i.e. around 1.1. The IG sharply 
decreases until the seventh grapheme (around 0.2). Developing a IG-tree usingseven 
graphemes on the right and the left, commonly written as 7-1-7, produces a phoneme error rate 
(PER) of 0.99% and a word error rate (WER) of 7.58% for 679 unseen words [1]. This 
contextual scheme 7-1-7 is adapted in this research. 
 
 
2.1. Data Preprocessing 
The data sets used here are pairs of word (graphemic symbols) and their pronunciation 
(phonemic symbols). First, each word should be aligned to the corresponding phonemic symbol 
(see figure 1), where ‘*’ is a symbol for blank (no phoneme). Next, each grapheme occurring in 
a word is consecutively located as the focus grapheme and the others are located on their 
appropriate contextual positions as illustrated by figure 2. In the figure, word ‘belai’ (cares) is 
transformed into five patterns. 
In this research, each phonemic symbol is designed to have one characterto simplify 
the alignment process. Table 1 lists all phonemes and their one-character symbols. Phoneme 
/ng/ is symbolised as /)/ to distinguish it with the phoneme series /n/ and /g/. For instance, two 
graphemes <n> and <g> in astringen should be converted as a phoneme series, not a single 
phoneme /)/. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Aligning a word to its phonemic symbols. G = graphemes, P = phonemes 
 
 
L7 L6 L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 Focus R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 Class 
* * * * * * * b e l a i * * * b 
* * * * * * b e l a i * * * * ə 
* * * * * b e l a i * * * * * l 
* * * * b e l a i * * * * * * $ 
* * * b e l a i * * * * * * * * 
 
Figure 2. Locating each grapheme occured in a word as focus and its class. L1 is the first 
grapheme on the left of the focus and R1 is the first grapheme on the right 
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Table 1. Indonesian phonemes and their one-character symbols 
Phoneme(s) One-character phonemic symbol 
/kh/ ( 
/ng/ ) 
/ny/ + 
/sy/ ~ 
/ay/ $ 
/aw/ @ 
/ey/ % 
/oy/ ^ 
/a/ and /?/ 1 
/e/ and /?/ 2 
/ə/ and /?/ 3 
/i/ and /?/ 4 
/o/ and /?/ 5 
/u/ and /?/ 6 
 
 
Homographs should be accompanied by one or more other words on the left or right to 
disambiguate them, as illustrated by Figure 3. The word ‘apel’ is a homograph with two different 
pronunciations, i.e. /apəl/ (apple) and /apel/ (assembly). The sentence‘mereka memakan buah 
apel sebelum apel pagi dimulai’ (they eat an apple before the morning assembly) should be 
included in the data set since some words on the left and right of word ‘apel’ are very important 
to disambiguate that homograph. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Graphemes in a sentence and the aligned phonemic symbols 
 
 
2.2. Partial orthogonal binary code 
The grapheme encoding used for neural network-based G2P is usually full of 
orthogonal binary code, such as in [6]. Here a partial orthogonal binary code is proposed by 
considering a categorisation of Indonesian phonemes based on (1) articulation manners: stop, 
fricative, nasal, trill, lateral, or semivowel; (2) articulation area: bilabial, labiodental, alveolar, 
palatal, velar, or glotal; and (3) the condition of vocal cords: voiced or unvoiced. The partial 
orthogonal binary codes for Indonesian graphemes are listed in table 2. Based on the codes, 
two graphemes in the same category have two different bits and their euclidian distance is 2 . 
But, those in different categories have four different bits and their euclidian distance is 2. 
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Table 2.Partial orthogonal binary code for all Indonesian graphemes and three other symbols: ‘*’ 
(blank or no grapheme), ‘-‘ (dash), and ‘space’. 
Grapheme Binary code 
a 11000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
e 10100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
i 10010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
o 10001000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
u 10000100000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
b 00000011000000000000000000000000000000000000000 
p 00000010100000000000000000000000000000000000000 
t 00000000011000000000000000000000000000000000000 
d 00000000010100000000000000000000000000000000000 
k 00000000000011000000000000000000000000000000000 
g 00000000000010100000000000000000000000000000000 
c 00000000000000011000000000000000000000000000000 
j 00000000000000010100000000000000000000000000000 
f 00000000000000000011000000000000000000000000000 
v 00000000000000000010100000000000000000000000000 
s 00000000000000000000011000000000000000000000000 
z 00000000000000000000010100000000000000000000000 
m 00000000000000000000000011000000000000000000000 
n 00000000000000000000000010100000000000000000000 
h 00000000000000000000000000011000000000000000000 
x 00000000000000000000000000000110000000000000000 
q 00000000000000000000000000000001100000000000000 
r 00000000000000000000000000000000011000000000000 
l 00000000000000000000000000000000000110000000000 
w 00000000000000000000000000000000000001100000000 
y 00000000000000000000000000000000000000011000000 
* 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000110000 
- 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000001100 
space 00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000011 
 
 
2.3. Contextual weight 
As described in [1] and [5], graphemes that closer to the focus have a higher IG. Thus, 
a contextual weighting used here is an exponential function in order to approach the trend of the 
IG. The weight of the i-th contextual grapheme on the left or the right is formulated by equation 
1, where L is the contextual length. The focus grapheme is the 0-th context, which has the 
maximum weight. 
 
1 iLi pw  (1) 
 
Figure 4. illustrates the function for varying p. It is clear that the greater the p, the 
sharper the slope of the function. The p should be chosen precisely to balance the weighting. 
The trend of what is described in [1] could be approached by the Figure 4. 
For p = 1.6, the weight of the first contextual grapheme is 26.8435 and the sum of the 
second to the seventh graphemes is 42.0726. It means that further contextual graphemes have 
quite high importance in deciding the output class. But, if p = 4.0, the weight of the first 
contextual grapheme is 16,384 and the sum of the others is 5,460. This makes the first 
contextaul graphemes having very high importance and the further ones are almost useless. It 
is quite easy to reason that p = 2 will be very good since the weight for the first contextual 
grapheme is 128 and the sum of the others is 126. Thus, a pattern with wrong graphemes on 
the first left and the first right context has a low distance. But, if it has correct graphemes on the 
second to the seventh context, its distance could be quite similar to the patterns that have a 
correct grapheme either on the first left or on the first right context. However, this is just a 
prediction. The optimum value of p could be some values around 2.0. 
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Figure 4. Four examples of contextual weightswith varyingpandL = 7 
 
 
2.4. Pseudo nearest neighbour rule 
PNNR works simply by calculating the total distance of the k nearest neighbours in all 
classes and then deciding a class with a minimum total distance as the output. The k nearest 
neighbours are weighted gradually based on their rankings of distance in ascending order. In 
[16], the neighbourhood weight for j-th neighbour is formulated as one divided by j. It is clear 
that the closest neighbour has a weight of 1, and the weights gradually decrease for the further 
neighbours. Thus, the furthest neighbour has the lowest weight. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Neighbourhood weights for varying c 
 
PNNR as in [16] is adopted in this research because of its high performance for large 
data sets. But, the neighbourhood weight formula u is slightly modified by introducing a constant 
c as a power for the distance ranking to produce varying gradual neighbourhood weights as 
described in equation 2. Thus, the greater c, the sharper decreasing of weight as illustrated by 
figure 5. It is clear that if c = 1.0, then uj is the same as the formula described in [16]. 
 
cj j
u 1  (2) 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
The data set used here contains 47 thousand pairs of words (and some sentences) and 
their pronunciation collected from the great dictionary of the Indonesian language(Kamus Besar 
Bahasa Indonesia Pusat Bahasa, abbreviated as KBBI) fourth edition, released in 2008, 
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developed by Pusat Bahasa. The data set is divided into three groups: 60% train set, 20% 
validation set, and 20% test set. 
First, the PNNR is trained using the train set. Next, the trained PNNR is validated using 
a validation set to get the optimum values forthe three parameters: k (neighbourhood size), p 
(contextual weight), and c (neighbourhood weight). 
 
3.1. Optimum parameters 
First, the optimum valueofkshould be found since it is quite hard to predictthis 
parameter. This is performed by using a partial orthogonal binarycode and by assuming the 
optimum value for p is 2.0 (based on the mathematical calculation as described in sub-section 
2.3) and the optimum value for c is 1.0 (based on the experimental results in [16]). Analysing 
thetrain set gives the minimum number of patterns in the smallest class as 11. Hence, in this 
experiment, k could be 1 to 11. A computer simulation shows that the PER is high (1.222%) 
when k = 1 since the new pattern in the validation set should be similar to only one pattern in 
the decision class. It means the PNNR is very specific in deciding the output class. The PER is 
also high (1.089%) when k is 11 that showsthe PNNR is too general. The optimum k is 6,which 
produces the lowest PER (1.065%) and also the lowest WER (7.449%). 
Next, the optimum value of pis searched using k= 6 and c= 1.0. The simulation shows 
that the PER is very high, i.e. 1.153% and 1.132%, when p is low (1.50)andp is high (4.00) 
respectively. The optimum p is 1.90 whichgives the lowest PER (1.058%). 
The optimum value of c is then investigated usingk= 6 and p = 1.90 (based on the 
previous experiments). The simulation shows that the PER is very high, i.e. 1.092% and 
1.122%, when c is small (0.50)andc is big (2.50) respectively.The optimum c is 1.07, which 
produces PER = 1.053%. The greater the c, the lower the values of distant neighbours. 
Finally, the PNNR with optimum values for those parameters, k = 6, p = 1.90, c = 1.07, 
and the partial orthogonal binary code, are tested to 9,604 unseen words (75,456 graphemes). 
The PNNR produces PER = 1.07% and WER = 7.65%, which is quite similar to those of the 
train set (PER = 1.053%). It shows that the PNNR has very good generalisation capability. 
These resultsare slightly better than those using the PNNR with a full orthogonal binary code, 
which produces a PER of 1.08% and WER of 7.68%. 
 
3.2. Homographsdisambiguation 
Contextual length L could be short or long to see if it could disambiguate homographs. 
To see the effect of contextual length, 369 sentences containing homographs are added to the 
train set. Then, 123 unseen homographs are tested to the PNNR using a partial orthogonal 
code, k = 6, p = 1.90, c = 1.07, and varying L. The results are illustrated by figure 6. The WER is 
very high (54.472%) when L = 1. The PNNR reaches optimum forL = 8, 9, or 10 with WER 
=1.63%. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. The WER for varying L, from 1 to 15 
 
Based on those experimental results, the optimum values for both p and c are quite 
easy to be tuned andthey could be predicted mathematically. But, the optimum value for k is 
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quite hard to be predicted since there is no mathematical tool to predict. Some values of k, from 
5 to 8, produce a similar PER. It means this parameter is not sensitive. 
 
 
3.3. Comparison of PNNR to IG-tree 
The optimum values for all parameters of the PNNR are k = 6, p = 1.90, c = 1.07, and 
encoding = partial orthogonal binary code. Testing to 9,604 unseen Indonesian words shows 
that the PNNR has a very good generalisation ability with PER = 1.07% and WER = 7.65%. 
These results are slightly worse than that of the IG-tree in [1] that produced PER = 0.99% and 
WER = 7.58%. But, it should be noted that the IG-tree was tested to only 679 unseen 
Indonesian words. The PNNR is capable of disambiguating homographs, but the IG-tree is 
not.The IG-tree should be helped by a text-categorisation method to disambiguatehomographs 
[1]. 
 
Table 3.Comparison of the PNNR to the IG-tree 
Comparison IG-tree PNNR-based 
Number of words in testing set 679 9,504 
PER 0.99% 1.07% 
WER 7.58% 7.65% 
Could disambiguate homographs? No Yes 
 
 
3.4. The disadvantages of PNNR-bsed G2P 
A PNNR with no linguistic knowledge will have a problem. There are some cases where 
converting graphemes to the phonemes should not occur because of the dependency of other 
graphemes on the left or on the right. For instances, see Figure 7. 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Two examples of wrong G2P conversion 
 
A word ‘membelai’ (cares) should be converted into /məmbəl$*/, but the PNNR 
converted it to /məmbəl$i/. In this case, the grapheme <i> should not be converted to a 
phoneme /i/ since the left grapheme<a> had been converted to /$/. The grapheme <i> should 
be converted to /*/. The word ‘mencelai’ (to deprecate) should be converted into /mə+cəlai/, but 
the PNNR converted it to /mə+cəla*/. In this case, the grapheme <i> should not be converted to 
/*/ since the left grapheme<a> had been converted to /a/. This PNNR has not been designed to 
handle such cases so it produces some wrong conversions. To solve the problems, some 
linguistic knowledge could be incorporated into the PNNR. For examples: diphtong /$/ could 
occur if grapheme <a>is followed by either <i> or <y>; diphtong /@/ occurs if grapheme <a>is 
followed by either <u> or <w>; diphtong /%/ occurs if grapheme <e>is followed by either <i> or 
<y>; diphtong /^/ occurs if grapheme <o>is followed by either <i> or <y>; phoneme /(/ occurs if 
<k> or <c>is followed by <h>; phoneme /)/ occurs if <n>is followed by <g> or <k>; phoneme /+/ 
occurs if <n>is followed by <y>, <c>, or <j>; phoneme /~/ occurs if <s>is followed by <y>; 
phoneme /1/, /2/, /3/, /4/, /5/, and /6/ occur if grapheme <a>, <e>, <e>, <i>, <o>, <u>is followed 
by another constrained vowel respectively. 
The PNNR needs as many train setsas possible to be stored as patterngroups. To 
decide an output class, the PNNR should find the k nearest neighbours. Hence, the processing 
time in the PNNR is relatively longer than that in neural networks or rule-based methods. But, 
this problem could be solved by an indexing technique. 
Contextual weighting used here is an exponential function that is equally used for both 
left and right contexts. This could be modified to follow the trend of the IG, where the right 
contexts commonly have a slightly higher IG than the left ones as described in [1]. Hence, 
contextual weighting function in equation 1 could be split to be two different functions, for the 
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right and the left context. Next, p for the right context could be tuned slightly greater than for the 
left one. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The optimum values for both contextual weight p and neighbourhood weight c are easy 
to be tuned since they are not very sensitive. They also could be predicted mathematically. But, 
the optimum value for neighbourhood size k is quite hard to be predicted because there is no 
mathematical tool to predict.The contextual length L could be quite long to disambiguate 
homographs. Given some representative of enough training sentences, the PNNR-based G2P 
could convert words into pronunciation symbols. Compare to the IG-tree, the PNNR gives a 
slightly higher PER, but it could disambiguate homographs. Some linguistic knowledge could be 
incorporated to improve the accuracy of the PNNR-based G2P. 
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